FLASH TRIMMING KNIVES
FOR CUTTING - TRIMMING - SCORING - DEFLASHING

MODEL 15 KNIFE WITH 15-L BLADE
LIGHTWEIGHT ALUMINUM HANDLE 7/16" DIA. X 4-5/8" LONG

MODEL 14A KNIFE WITH 15-A BLADE
BIG RED PLASTIC HANDLE 5-1/2" LONG

MODEL 110 KNIFE WITH 110B BLADE
POCKET CLIP

Model 110 Plastic Cutting Knife comes complete with one 110B Double End Blade. Blade reverses to give you two cutting edges. This is your best cutter value!

SALE PRICES

MODEL 110B-5, 5 Blade Pack
1-9 Packs ............... $1.06 ea.
10 & Over ............... $1.00 ea.

MODEL 110B-100, 100 Blade Pack
1-9 Packs ............... $14.25 ea.
10 & Over ............... $13.50 ea.

MODEL 15-A5, 5 Blade Pack
1-9 Packs ............... $.85 ea.
10 & Over ............... $.80 ea.

MODEL 15-A100, 100 Blade Pack
1-9 Packs ............... $13.75 ea.
10 & Over ............... $13.00 ea.

MODEL 15-B5, 5 Blade Pack
1-9 Packs ............... $.85 ea.
10 & Over ............... $.75 ea.

MODEL 15-B100, 100 Blade Pack
1-9 Packs ............... $14.00 ea.
10 & Over ............... $13.00 ea.

MODEL 15-C5, 5 Blade Pack
1-9 Packs ............... $.85 ea.
10-19 .................. $.77 ea.
20 & Over ............... $.75 ea.

MODEL 15-C100, 100 Blade Pack
1-9 Packs ............... $14.00 ea.
10-19 .................. $13.00 ea.
20 & Over ............... $12.00 ea.

MODEL 15-D5, 5 Blade Pack
1-9 Packs ............... $2.70 ea.
10-19 .................. $2.50 ea.
20 & Over ............... $2.35 ea.

MODEL 15-E5, 5 Blade Pack
1-9 Packs ............... $1.02 ea.
10-19 .................. $.97 ea.
20 & Over ............... $.90 ea.

MODEL 15-A8, 5 Blade Pack
(Fits Exacto Knives Only)
1-35 Packs ............... $1.23 ea.
36 & Over ............... $1.13 ea.

MODEL 15-L5, 5 Blade Pack
1-9 Packs ............... $1.10 ea.
10 & Over ............... $1.05 ea.

MODEL 15-C5, 5 Blade Pack
1-9 Packs ............... $1.85 ea.
10 & Over ............... $1.70 ea.

MODEL 15-C100, 100 Blade Pack
1-9 Packs ............... $28.25 ea.
10 & Over ............... $26.00 ea.

MODEL 15-D5, 5 Blade Pack
1-9 Packs ............... $2.70 ea.
10-19 .................. $2.50 ea.
20 & Over ............... $2.35 ea.

MODEL 15-E5, 5 Blade Pack
1-9 Packs ............... $1.02 ea.
10-19 .................. $.97 ea.
20 & Over ............... $.90 ea.

ALL 15 SERIES BLADES FIT 15 AND 14A KNIVES